
H1 ADAPTIVE FILTERINGBabak Hassibi, Thomas KailathInformation Systems LaboratoryStanford University, Stanford CA 94305ABSTRACTH1 optimal estimators guarantee the smallest possible es-timation error energy over all possible disturbances of �xedenergy, and are therefore robust with respect to model un-certainties and lack of statistical information on the exoge-nous signals. We have recently shown that if predictionerror is considered, then the celebrated LMS adaptive �l-tering algorithm is H1 optimal. In this paper we considerprediction of the �lter weight vector itself, and for the pur-pose of coping with time-variations, exponentially weighted,�nite-memory and time-varying adaptive �ltering. This re-sults in some new adaptive �ltering algorithms that may beuseful in uncertain and non-stationary environments. Sim-ulation results are given to demonstrate the feasiblity of thealgorithms and to compare them with well-known H2 (orleast-squares based) adaptive �lters.1. INTRODUCTIONIn contrast to Wiener and Kalman �lter theory which re-quire a priori statistical information of the input data, adap-tive �ltering has been widely used to cope with time varia-tion of system parameters and lack of such a priori knowl-edge. Recently, following some pioneering work in robustcontrol theory (see e.g. [1]), there has been an increasinginterest in minimax estimation (see [4, 5, 6] and the refer-ences therein) with the belief that the resulting so-calledH1 algorithms will be more robust and less sensitive tomodel uncertainties and parameter variations.The similarity between the objectives of adaptive �lter-ing and H1 estimation leads one to suspect some connec-tion between the two. Indeed it turns out (see [7]) that thecelebrated LMS algorithm [2], which is widely used in adap-tive �ltering, is H1 optimal. This result gives more insightinto the inherent robustness of LMS and why it has foundwide applicability in such a diverse range of problems.In this paper we further pursue the connections betweenadaptive �ltering and H1 estimation by considering algo-rithms for the prediction of the complete �lter weight vec-tor, and by developing a host of H1 algorithms to deal withtime-variations and non-stationary signals. The goal of thispaper is to outline the use of the H1 criterion in the designof adaptive �lter algorithms. There are, no doubt, a widevariety of other H1 adaptive algorithms (not consideredhere) that could be worthy of further scrutiny.This research was supported by the Advanced ResearchProjects Agency of the Department of Defense monitored by theAir Force O�ce of Scienti�c Research under Contract F49620-93-1-0085.

2. ROBUSTNESS AND H1 ESTIMATIONH2-optimal (i.e. least-squares based) estimators, such asthe RLS algorithm or Kalman �lter, are maximum-likelihoodand minimize the expected prediction error energy, if we as-sume disturbances that are \independent zero-mean Gaus-sian random variables". However, the question that begsitself is what the performance of such estimators will be ifthe assumptions on the disturbances are violated, or if thereare modelling errors in our model so that the disturbancesmust include the modelling errors? In other words- is it possible that small disturbances and modellingerrors may lead to large estimation errors?Obviously, a nonrobust algorithm would be one for whichthe above is true, and a robust algorithm would be one forwhich small disturbances lead to small estimation errors.More explicitly, in the adaptive �ltering problem, where weassume an FIR model, the true model may be IIR, but weneglect the tail of the �lter response since its componentsare small. However, unless one uses a robust estimationalgorithm, it is conceivable that this small modelling errormay result in large estimation errors.The problem of robust estimation is thus an importantone, and the H1 estimation formulation is an attempt ataddressing it. The idea is to come up with estimators thatminimize (or in the suboptimal case, bound) the maximumenergy gain from the disturbances to the estimation errors.This will guarantee that if the disturbances are small (inenergy) then the estimation errors will be as small as pos-sible (in energy), no matter what the disturbances are. Inother words the maximum energy gain is minimized over allpossible disturbances. The robustness of the H1 estimatorsarises from this fact. Since they make no assumption aboutthe disturbances, they have to accomodate for all conceiv-able disturbances, and are thus over-conservative.The following de�nition implies that the H1 norm maybe regarded as a maximum energy gain.De�nition 1 (The H1 Norm) Let h2 denote the vectorspace of square-summable complex-valued causal sequenceswith inner product < ffkg; fgkg > = P1k=0 f�k gk , where �denotes complex conjugation. Let T be a transfer operatorthat maps an input sequence fuig to an output sequencefyig. Then the H1 norm of T is de�ned askTk1 = supu6=0;u2h2 kyk2kuk2where the notation kuk2 denotes the h2�norm of the causalsequence fukg, viz., kuk22 =P1k=0 u�kuk.



2.1. Problem FormulationsIn adaptive �ltering we assume that we observe an outputsequence fdig that obeys the following linear �lter modeldi = hTi w+ vi; (1)where hTi = � hi1 hi2 : : : hin � is a known input vec-tor, w is the unknown �lter weight vector that we intend toestimate, and fvig is an unknown disturbance sequence thatmay include modelling errors. Let wi = F(d0; d1; : : : ; di)denote the estimate of w given the observations fdjg andfhjg from time 0 up to and including time i.Since we are �rst interested in predicting the output ofthe �lter, we de�ne the output prediction error asei = hTi w� hTi wi�1;i.e., as the di�erence between the uncorrupted output hTi wand hTi wi�1, the output predicted at time i�1. Any choiceof estimation strategy F(:) will induce a transfer operatorfrom the disturbances f�� 12 (w�w�1); fvjgij=0g (where w�1is an initial estimate of the weight vector w and � is apositive constant reecting a priori knowledge of how closew is to w�1) to the output prediction errors fejgij=0, thatwe shall denote by To;i(F). See Figure 1.-- -vi To(F) ei =hTi w � hTi wi�1w �w�1�Figure 1: Transfer operator from disturbances to outputprediction error.In the H1 framework, robustness is ensured by mini-mizing the maximum energy gain from the disturbances tothe estimation errors. This leads to the following problem.Problem 1 (Output Prediction) Find an H1-optimalestimation strategy wi = F(d0; d1; : : : ; di) that minimizeskTo;i(F)k1, and obtain the resulting2o = infF kTo;i(F)k21= infF supw;v2h2 Pij=0 jej j2��1jw�w�1 j2+Pij=0 jvj j2 : (2)In some applications (e.g., in system identi�cation) oneis interested in estimating the weight vector itself. In suchcases we need to de�ne the weight prediction error ~wi =w � wi�1: As before, any choice of estimator F(:) will in-duce a transfer operator from the disturbances f�� 12 (w �w�1); fvjgij=0g to the weight prediction errors f ~wjgij=0. Thistransfer operator we designate by Ts;i(F).Problem 2 (Weight Prediction) Find an H1-optimalestimation strategy wi = F(d0; d1; : : : ; di) that minimizeskTs;i(F)k1, and obtain the resulting2s = infF kTs;i(F)k21:

In the above two problems we have asumed that theweight vector w is constant in time. However, in many ap-plications we need to cope with time-variations in w itself.One approach for such non-stationary situations is to usea so-called exponential window. The exponential windowgives (exponentially) larger weight to the more recent data,whereby we may be able to compensate for a time-varyingw. In particular, the prediction error and disturbance en-ergies will be computed as:iXj=0 ��j jejj2 and iXj=0 ��j jvjj2; (3)where 0 < � < 1 is the so-called forgetting factor that ischosen based upon a priori knowledge of how fast the weightvector varies with time.Now for any choice of estimator F , we shall denote byT�;i(F) the transfer operator from the disturbances f�� 12 (w�w�1); f�� j2 vjgij=0g to the prediction errors f�� j2 ejgij=0.We are thus lead to the following problem.Problem 3 (Exponential Weights) Find anH1-optimalestimation strategy wi = F(d0; d1; : : : ; di) that minimizeskT�;i(F)k1, and obtain the resulting2� = infF kT�;i(F)k21= infF supw;v2h2 Pij=0 ��j jej j2��1 jw�w�1 j2+Pij=0 ��j jvj j2(4)Another approach for dealing with time-variations is theso-called sliding or �nite-memory window. In this case oneonly considers the last L data points. Thus the predictionerror and disturbance energies are computed asiXj=i�L+1 jejj2 and iXj=i�L+1 jvjj2; (5)respectively.De�ning by TL;i(F), the transfer operator from the dis-turbances f�� 12 (w� w�1); fvjgij=i�L+1g to the predictionerrors fejgij=i�L+1 , we have the following problem.Problem 4 (Finite Memory Pr.) Find an H1-optimalestimation strategy wi = F(d0; d1; : : : ; di) that minimizeskTL;i(F)k1, and obtain the resulting2L = infF kTL;i(F)k21:2.2. SolutionsFinding the optimum value of  in the preceding problemsessentialy amounts to �nding the maximum singular valueof a linear time-varying operator. Upper bounds on  canbe found by checking for the positivity of the solution ofa certain time-varying discrete-time Riccati recursion. Al-though both approaches can be used in principle, they re-quire knowledge of all the input data vectors fhig.Since in adaptive �ltering problems we are given, andare forced to process, the data in real time, we cannot store



all the data and use the aforementioned methods to com-pute bounds for . Therefore the main e�ort in H1 adap-tive �ltering is to obtain bounds on  that use simple apriori knowledge of the fhig and not their explicit values.Once such bounds are found, the adaptive �lters readilyfollow from the standard solution to the H1 estimationproblem (see e.g. [4]). In what follows we shall call theinput vectors fhig exciting if,limN!1 NXi=0 hTi hi =1:Moreover, we shall de�ne�h = supi hTi hi ; h = infi hTi hiand Ri = 1i i�1Xj=0 hjhTj ; RLi = iXj=i�L+1 hjhTj :Theorem 1 (Solution to Problem 1) If the input vec-tors hi are exciting and ��h < 1; (6)then o = 1: (7)If this is the case, an optimal H1 estimator is given by theLMS algorithm with learning rate �, viz.wi = wi�1 + �hi(di � hTi wi�1) ; w�1 (8)Note that, according to Theorem 1, the LMS algorithmguarantees that the energy of the prediction errors willnever exceed the energy of the disturbances.Note also that, via (6), Theorem 1 gives an upper boundon the learning rate � that guarantess the H1 optimalityof LMS. This is in accordance with the well-known fact thatLMS behaves poorly if the learning rate is chosen too large.Theorem 2 (Solution to Problem 2)s = infi s 11�(i+1) + ii+1 ��2(Ri) ; (9)where ��(Ri) denotes the maximum singular value of Ri. Anoptimal H1 estimator is given bywi = wi�1 + Pihi1 + hTi Pihi (di� hTi wi�1); w�1 (10)where Pi satis�es the recursionP�1i+1 = P�1i + hihTi � �2s I; (11)initialized with P�10 = (��1 � �2s )I.Comparing the algorithm of Theorem 2 with the RLSalgorithm [3], we note that the only di�erence is in thecovariance update which, due to the subtraction of the di-agonal matrix �2s I, is more conservative than that of RLS.This ensures that Pi, and hence the gain vector in Theorem2, do not tend to zero, and is reminiscent of some ad-hocschemes that are employed with RLS to guarantee that thegain vector does not go to zero (see [3]).

Theorem 3 (Solution to Problem 3)2� � max ( ��h ; 1 + 1� �� :�hh ): (12)An H1 estimator is given by (10), where now Pi satis�esP�1i+1 = �P�1i + �hihTi � �2� hi+1hTi+1; (13)initialized with P�10 = ��1I � �2� h0hT0 .Note that if ��h < 1 (in accordance with (6)) then2� � 1 + 1� �� :�hh :The second term in the above expression shows the devia-tion from the optimum value of  = 1, that was obtainedin Theorem 1, and that we must pay for because of thetime-variation in the weight vector w.Theorem 4 (Solution to Problem 4)2L � supi �h+ ��(RLi )1� + ��(RLi ) : (14)An H1 estimator is given by the following equationswdi�1 = wi�1+ P di hi�L�1 + hTi�LP di hi�L (di�L �hTi�Lwi�1) (15)for \downdating", with(P di )�1 = P�1i � (1� �2L )hi�LhTi�L; (16)and wi = wdi�1 + Pihi1 + hTi Pihi (di � hTi wdi�1) (17)for \updating", withP�1i+1 = (P di )�1 + (1� �2L )hi+1hTi+1: (18)Note, from Theorem 4, that if ��h < 1 then L < 1,and that if ��h > 1 then L > 1. However, the case ��h =1 deserves special attention since it leads to the followingLMS-type �nite-memory algorithm.Corollary 1 (Finite Memory LMS) Suppose that ��h =1. Then L = 1, and an H1 optimal estimator is given bythe following LMS-type algorithmwdi�1 = wi�1 � �hi�L(di�L � hTi�Lwi�1) (19)for \downdating", andwi = wdi�1 + �hi(di � hTi wdi�1) (20)for \updating".2.3. General Time-VariationIn this section we shall consider a time-varying �lter modelof the form di = hTi xi + vi; (21)where the only di�erence with (1) is that fxig, the weightvector we intend to estimate, is time-varying. As before,we shall denote by x̂i = F(d0; d1; : : : ; di�1) the predictionof the weight vector xi, and de�ne the output predictionerror as ei = hTi xi � hTi x̂i:



Note that since the time variation in the weight vectorxi, �xi = xi+1 � xiis unknown, we shall consider it as a disturbance. Thus forevery choice of estimator F we will have a transfer operatorfrom the disturbances f�� 12 (x0�x̂0); fvjgij=0; q� 12 f�xjgij=0g(where q is a positive constant that reects a priori knowl-edge of how rapidly the weight vector xi varies with time)to the prediction errors fejgij=0, that we shall denote byTg;i(F). We are thus led to the following problem.Problem 5 (Time-Variation) Find an H1-optimal es-timation strategy x̂i = F(d0; d1; : : : ; di�1) that minimizeskTg;i(F)k1, and obtain the resulting2g = infF kTg;i(F)k21= infF supx0;v;�x2h2 kek22��1jx0 � x̂0j2 + kvk22 + q�1k�xk22 :(22)We have the following solution to the above problem.Theorem 5 (Solution to Problem 5)2g � 1 + q�h: (23)An H1 estimator is given byx̂i+1 = x̂i + Pihi1 + hTi Pihi (di � hTi x̂i); x̂0 (24)where P�1i = ~P�1i � �2g hihTi ; (25)and ~Pi satis�es the recursion~Pi+1 = � ~P�1i + (1� �2g )hihTi ��1 + qI; (26)initialized with ~P0 = �I.Note, as before, that the second term in the bound g �1 + q�h, reects the deviation from the optimum value (ofTheorem 1) that we must incur due to the time-variationin the weight vector xi.3. SIMULATION RESULTSDue to lack of space we shall only describe one typical sim-ulation result here. To this end, consider the model (21)where the weight vector xi is now a scalar. To reect time-variation we chose �xi = :02, and to reect both noise andmodelling error, vi = :1 � (hixi)3 + ni;where ni is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable withvariance �2 = :04. We chose x0 = �1 and considered 100time samples so that x100 = 1. We predicted the outputof the �lter using various H1 and H2 adaptive algorithmsand computed the prediction error energy for each. Theresulting prediction error energies were averaged over 50

independent runs, and the results are given in Table 1. TheH1 algorithms considered were LMS and the algorithmsof Theorems 3 and 5, and the H2 algorithms were RLS,exponentially-weighted RLS (denoted by �-RLS) and theKalman �lter (denoted by KF). Note that the predictionerror energies for the H1 algorithms are virtually iden-tical, and that although the exponentially-weighted RLSalgorithm performs signi�cantly better than RLS and theKalman �lter, it does not perform as well as the H1 al-gorithms. (The parameters used in this simulation were� = :9, � = :9 and q = :0004.)LMS Thm. 3 Thm. 5P100j=0 jejj2 1.48 1.54 1.48RLS �-RLS KFP100j=0 jejj2 6.00 2.08 5.11Table 1: The H1 and H2 algorithms.4. CONCLUSIONIn closing, we should note that if one has a priori knowledgeof the underlying statistics and distributions of the signals,one is always best served by considering algorithms that arespeci�cally tuned for the situation at hand. On the otherhand, if one does not have such a priori knowledge anduses an algorithm that makes speci�c assumptions aboutthe disturbances, then the algorithm may perform poorlyif these assumptions are not met. H1 optimal algorithmswill therefore be most applicable in uncertain environmentswhere there may be modelling errors, and where the statis-tics and/or distributions of the disturbances are not known(or are too expensive to obtain).5. REFERENCES[1] G. Zames. Feedback optimal sensitivity: model pref-erence transformation, multiplicative seminorms andapproximate inverses. IEEE Trans. on Automatic Con-trol, AC-26:301{320, 1981.[2] B. Widrow and M. E. Ho�, Jr. Adaptive switching cir-cuits. IRE WESCON Conv. Rec., pages 96{104, 1960.Pt. 4.[3] S. Haykin. Adaptive Filter Theory. Prentice Hall, En-glewood Cli�s, NJ, second edition, 1991.[4] U. Shaked and Y. Theodor. H1�optimal estimation:A tutorial. In Proc. IEEE Conference on Decision andControl, pages 2278{2286, Tucson, AZ, Dec. 1992.[5] P.P. Khargonekar and K. M. Nagpal. Filtering andsmoothing in an H1� setting. IEEE Trans. on Auto-matic Control, AC-36:151{166, 1991.[6] T. Basar. Optimum performance levels for minimax�lters, predictors and smoothers. Systems and ControlLetters, 16:309{317, 1991.[7] B. Hassibi, A. H. Sayed, and T. Kailath. LMS is H1Optimal. In Proc. 32nd IEEE Conference on Decisionand Control, pp. 74-80, San Antonio, TX, Dec. 1993.


